DTN IQFeed provides more complete information.

When analyzing the market and making trades, there's no substitute for fast, reliable and broad data. Big institutions know this, and they pay top dollar for premier data services. But if you're with a small company, or you're on your own, how do you procure this at an affordable price?

An information aggregator since 1984, DTN is the leading supplier of data for the physical cash commodities market. Our DTN IQFeed product suite delivers real-time historical and intra-day data for securities market analysis, as well as additional market indicators that many competitive services don't include:

- Tier 1 domestic market data direct from the exchanges.
- Streaming quotes, charts and news covering the domestic equities, foreign currency exchange and domestic and international futures markets.
- Stock and option quotes from the Nasdaq, NYSE, AMEX, Canadian and all equity option exchanges.
- Futures, futures options and futures spreads quotes from the CBOT, CME, NYMEX, COMEX, NICE, KCBT, WPG, MGE, NYSE LIFFE, LME, and SGX exchanges.

Our information comes from our own ticker plant and data centers, so it's as fast and reliable as it gets.

Simply put, DTN IQFeed moves at the speed of the Internet. With it, you can too.
Information delivered exactly how you want it.
For as much information as DTN IQFeed contains and presents, it’s remarkably easy to use and understand— helping you reach conclusions and decisions faster than your competition.

DTN IQFeed is most commonly presented as a simple application on a standard PC.

Monitor up to 1,300 symbols at a time on a customizable watch list with spreadsheet-style functionality and DDE linking capabilities.

Advanced charting functions let you identify trading trends using a graphical display of tick, interval and historical data.

Data is updated tick by tick in moving averages, trendlines, and other analytical studies.

DTN IQFeed provides a variety of alerts — audio, on-screen, e-mail, pager, cell phone, and even text-to-speech.

News scrolls provide coverage of market-moving events 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

DTN IQFeed is compatible with most third-party packages. These include Ensign Software, TradersSoft, IQXP, Medved QuoteTracker, Wave59, AbleSys, NeoTicker, AmiBroker, WealthLab, InvestorRT, and TradingSolutions.

If you prefer to use your own proprietary application, DTN IQFeed still can provide true unfiltered, tick-by-tick data with up to 500 simultaneous symbols so you can see every trade and quote in real time.

DTN IQFeed also provides an API interface for users who want to develop their own applications.